Abstract -We discuss the complexity of achieving channel capacity on the binary erasure channel (BEC) in view of recent advances. We also extrapolate to conjecture complexity bounds on more general channels.
I. INTRODUCTION. THE CLASSICAL RESULTS
Consider a discrete memoryless channel with capacity C. We ask "how hard is it to achieve channel capacity?" This question is as old as the channel coding theorem, of course, but in the wake of the turbo coding revolution, its answer appears to be far less discouraging than previously suspected. However, to date the only channel model for which "turbo-like': codes are known rigorously to get all the way to capacity is the binary erasure channel. In this paper, therefore, we largely limit our remarks to the BEC.
Let us denote by X E ( E , r) and X D ( E , r) the minimum possible encoding and decoding complexity, measured in operations per decoded bit, for an encoder-decoder pair that achieves a decoded error probability of r or less at rate (1 -E)C or greater.
We are interested in the behavior of x~( t , r ) , However, these complexity figures are in some sense misleadingly small because the number of iterations do not play a role in them. We have carried out an analysis of the number of iterations required, which leads us to the following conjecture.
Conjecture 2 For any "typical" channel, for the ensemble either ILDPC or I R A codes with MPI decoding,

